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Executive Sponsor Measurements

Name: IBEX

Date: 2014-08-10

Overall Rank: Average

Overall Skill Level: Skilled
 
 

Measurements Skill Level Benchmark

Agility & Flexibility Moderately Skilled Below Average

Change Management Skilled Above Average

Clear Business Objectives Moderately Skilled Average

Communication Astuteness Skilled Top 20%

Emotional Maturity Poorly Skilled Bottom 20%

Governance Skilled Above Average

Leverage Resources Skilled Top 20%

Making Decisions Skilled Above Average

Measurement Insight Skilled Above Average

Process Insight Highly Skilled Top 20%

Resolution Promptness Moderately Skilled Average

Resource Insight Highly Skilled Top 20%

Stakeholder Motivation Skilled Average

Team Motivation Moderately Skilled Below Average

Value Insight Poorly Skilled Bottom 20%

Overall Skilled Average
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General Improvements
The three most important skills to increase the executive sponsor score are:
Inspire
The Standish Group suggests that your organization provide guidance on improving your
executive sponsors’ inspiration skills. Executive sponsors are in a position to influence and
take action to move the team forward to the ultimate project goals. Their inspiration will be
infectious, and showing enthusiasm will inspire their team. They need to inspire their team
by finding out what will motivate them and go beyond just putting in the time. They need to
tap into their creative minds and get them to think positively about the project and its goals.
Set Goals
The Standish Group strongly suggests that your executive sponsors set project goals. The
executive sponsors also need to be goal-focused, which means having a central point of
attention on a clear objective. A project should be an endeavor that has a concrete
objective(s). The executive sponsor, the project team, and all the stakeholders should have
a central point of attention on a clear and understandable goal. The executive sponsor
should also make sure that the project goals are aligned with the corporate goals.
Executive sponsors who have supported projects that were not aligned have found
themselves in precarious situations.
Distribute Decision Power
The Standish Group suggests that your executive sponsors distribute power to team
members. Time is the enemy of all projects and that includes decision time. Executive
sponsors should not and cannot make all the decisions. Therefore, they need to have a
method for how decisions should be made through the life of a project. They need to
consider the impact of these decisions. Who makes the low-impact decisions? Who makes
the high-impact decisions? How critical does a decision need to be before it comes to the
executive sponsor?

Note: See CHAOS Manifesto 2012 for more information concerning these skills.
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Easy Improvements
The three easiest skills to improve the executive sponsor score are:
Celebrate with a Party
You, the executive sponsor, should celebrate your successes large and small. Nothing
makes a person or groups of people feel better than a sincere thank you. Thank you’s or
accolades can be relatively cheap, such as a simple pat on the back with a “Thank you; you
did a fine job.” A kind word goes a long way. Reward the team when steppingstones show
early successes. Grant time off (if possible) when steppingstones are reached. Give team
members gift certificates to their favorite restaurants to compensate for extra long work
hours. Hold team lunches with no work just to take a break. Don’t forget the red carpet
post-debut party.
Overcome Abstinence
You, as executive sponsor, have the responsibility to overcome abstinence. Abstinence, in
the context of project management, is the act or practice of refraining from participation
and contribution to the project. Yogi Berra once said, “If the fans don't come out to the ball
park, you can't stop them.” If people have a choice they may make the choice to stay away.
If they have goals and commitments to their main job that the project interferes with they
will stay away. Absence of critical stakeholders is the bane of a successful project.
Deliver Steppingstones
You, as the executive sponsor, should have the project delivered in steppingstones. A
steppingstone is a small but significant deliverable or an Agile iteration. A steppingstone
activity allows for tangible inspection either visually or hands-on. Steppingstones are easy
because you can see them. Each steppingstone is assigned an owner who is responsible
and accountable for its completion. Your project plan should comprise identifiable
steppingstones that are measurable, quantifiable, and concrete. Steppingstones are keys in
the iterative software development process that lead to more deliverables or indicate the
project is not on the right track. Steppingstones are powerful because they allow for rapid
feedback, creation of feature velocity, and accelerated user training and acceptance.

Note: See CHAOS Manifesto 2012 for more information concerning these skills.
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Net Value Improvements
The three easiest skills with the greatest opportunity to improve the executive sponsor
score are:
Understand Risk and Reward
Projects with a very concrete set of success criteria always do much better than projects
that are vague. The success criteria include hard, quantifiable numbers that the team can
refer back to as they move the project forward. You can have a lot of high-level goals that
are not measurable, but they do not help make critical decisions. You also will have
problems and the team will need to optimize trade-offs, prioritize, and solve problems. It
helps if you can refer back to the established first principles. First principles state that we
are trying to solve these issues for our customers, partners, or company. You need to
consider cost, risk, and gain collectively in your decision-making.
Distribute Decision Power
The Standish Group suggests that your executive sponsors distribute power to team
members. Time is the enemy of all projects and that includes decision time. Executive
sponsors should not and cannot make all the decisions. Therefore, they need to have a
method for how decisions should be made through the life of a project. They need to
consider the impact of these decisions. Who makes the low-impact decisions? Who makes
the high-impact decisions? How critical does a decision need to be before it comes to the
executive sponsor?
Set Goals
The Standish Group strongly suggests that your executive sponsors set project goals. The
executive sponsors also need to be goal-focused, which means having a central point of
attention on a clear objective. A project should be an endeavor that has a concrete
objective(s). The executive sponsor, the project team, and all the stakeholders should have
a central point of attention on a clear and understandable goal. The executive sponsor
should also make sure that the project goals are aligned with the corporate goals.
Executive sponsors who have supported projects that were not aligned have found
themselves in precarious situations.

Note: See CHAOS Manifesto 2012 for more information concerning these skills.
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IT Assisted Improvements
The skills that the Information Technology organization can help improve the executive
sponsor score are:
Inspire
The Standish Group suggests that your organization provide guidance on improving your
executive sponsors’ inspiration skills. Executive sponsors are in a position to influence and
take action to move the team forward to the ultimate project goals. Their inspiration will be
infectious, and showing enthusiasm will inspire their team. They need to inspire their team
by finding out what will motivate them and go beyond just putting in the time. They need to
tap into their creative minds and get them to think positively about the project and its goals.
Set Goals
The Standish Group strongly suggests that your executive sponsors set project goals. The
executive sponsors also need to be goal-focused, which means having a central point of
attention on a clear objective. A project should be an endeavor that has a concrete
objective(s). The executive sponsor, the project team, and all the stakeholders should have
a central point of attention on a clear and understandable goal. The executive sponsor
should also make sure that the project goals are aligned with the corporate goals.
Executive sponsors who have supported projects that were not aligned have found
themselves in precarious situations.
Have a Succinct Vision
The Standish Group suggests that executive sponsors have a succinct vision like John F.
Kennedy. In 1961, Kennedy said the nation would put a man on the moon within a decade.
It was a clear and simple vision. In 1969, the United States landed a man on the moon,
fulfilling Kennedy’s simple vision. However, getting there was a different story—the space
program was complex, with hundreds of projects. But the greatest thing Kennedy’s vision
did was to put everyone at NASA on the same page, without any ambiguity. A clear and
simple vision statement coming from the executive sponsor is a leading precondition for
project success. Of course, like most things in life, this is easier said than done.

Note: See CHAOS Manifesto 2012 for more information concerning these skills.


